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a new zero-day malware family called the xteam dat trojan was uncovered by trend micro. this malware is a variation of the dat group, which are mainly focused on stealing financial information. the xteam dat trojan, however, is able to access critical information stored in the affected windows system, such as usernames and passwords, which
allows the threat actors to change accounts and elevate their privileges. cve-2019-0482 a remote code execution vulnerability exists in microsoft windows when the image file system (ifs) function improperly handles wide string data that was created by unicode-aware versions of the.net framework. an attacker who successfully exploited the
vulnerability could run arbitrary code in the context of the current user. the xteam dat (xteatdatchik.exe) trojan appears to be a new variant of the dat family of malware. it is distributed via a bad file attachment in emails. it gains access to the targeted system after executing the “update.exe” malware, which downloads malware components
from c&c servers that have also been infected. the security team recently made a number of improvements to chrome's sandbox. one of the most notable changes was the restriction of sandboxed apps to running on top of chrome, preventing the app from running without chrome. a sandboxed app, if given permission by the user, would no
longer be able to access any other chrome browser components, such as the browser's canvas, dom, javascript engine, and storage. according to google, the new code break can be exploited to gain local access to chrome's storage using a specially crafted website. to bypass the protection, the user would need to open a specially crafted

website in their regular chrome web browser, click a malicious link in this page, and then navigate to the target website. the first request (for the malicious page) will be served to the regular chrome web server, but after that, the request is served from a special chrome, isolated process created specifically to handle the request, which is not
backed by the regular storage apis used by the browser.
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skype is a free worldwide calling, messaging and voip app for pc, mac, mobile devices and tablet computers. take control of your talk, text, and video calls from your desktop, home or notebook - and connect to others with just a few taps. switch seamlessly between calls, messages, and
apps without ever leaving skype for any reason. save money by talking in hd and cutting your bill. take your calls on-the-go with skype for android and skype for iphone enjoy video calling with skype translator, available for windows, mac, ios and android. use skype's integrated tools for
free, like skypein, skypeout, skype for windows live, and skype for mac. (skype for windows is included, but skype for mac is not.) confide in friends with skype encryption. stay in touch with skype for business, an app for pc, mac and android. icamsoft screen video recorder is a screen
video recorder for windows, which can record the video from your computer's desktop or web browser to your local computer as avi, mpeg, wmv, mpg, mov, or mp4 video format. you can edit the video as you want, then save them in different formats like avi, mkv, mpg, vob, ts, swf,

mp4, flv, mov, 3gp, mpeg, etc. easy to use. no ado.net programming. all in one - how to record the screen video with only one click, that is to say, no need to write the software code, all the process is finished, only the click to start, the whole process is very simple and convenient, and
you do not need to install the third party software, which will be installed automatically after it is installed. 5ec8ef588b
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